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Abstract: The paper presents a system for linguistics analysis of a natural language text. Based upon 
a corr

s, logical form, ambiguities, attributive value matrix 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

ambiguation (WSD) is a long standing process in computational 
lingu

. CONTEMPORARY ALGORITHMS FOR WSD 
nding on the method, used for the 

acqu

 
SYSTEM FOR MODELING OF AMBIGUOUS SEMANTICS

 

 

ect syntax analysis, the system generates the semantics of each word, phrase or sentence and solves 
ambiguities by the selection of appropriately chosen meanings of the ambiguous words selecting the words 
from semantic nests. The program creates an attributive value matrix for each processed sentence and the 
relative logical form. The system is to be applied for processing and correcting documents and it can be used 
as an educational system. 

Keywords: semantic
 

The Word Sense Dis
istics. A system solving the problem should be possible to receive as an input 

undefined text and to select of each word the most appropriate meaning being of 
acceptable accuracy and efficiency. The most common approach to eliminate ambiguity of 
the word is the use of the context of the word according to the entered text. For this 
purpose we use the information for any of the word’s significance [4]. 

 
2
The algorithms for WSD can be categorized depe
isition of knowledge. Here's a sample categorization [2]: 
- Base of knowledge: WSD using information from a comprehensive 

dictionary/lexicon or a knowledge base. The dictionary could be computer readable 
dictionary or encyclopedia (such as LDOCE or WordNet), or manually written. An example 
is the well known system of McRay; 

- Based on corpora: WSD using information obtained from the study of several 
corpuses. This approach could be divided as:  

  =tagged on corpora: Information is collected from the corpus the semantic 
 ambiguity of which has been already removed. An example of this is the bilingual 
 corpus of Brown [1] for training statistical WSD algorithms; 

  =untagged corpora: Information is collected from the "raw" corpus, from 

T he world as selectors (selection 
prefe

h broad knowledge 
base

 which the semantic ambiguity was not removed. 
he modern methods, applying knowledge of t

rences) to solve this problem, do not use effectively yet the available knowledge 
bases. Moreover, their effectiveness decreases when enriching knowledge by increasing 
the conceptual connections. The effective removement of the ambiguity of the words’ 
meaning requires taking into consideration the dynamic context in processing the sentence 
in order to find the right set of selectors. In this sense, the system proposed by Kavi 
Mahesh, Sergej Nirenberg, Stephen Beale (Computing Research Laboratory, New Mexico 
State University, USA) is such an introductory operator (inference operator), which is the 
most accurate in the context of WSD Mikrokosmos semantic analyzer. 

Тhe method used in the system retains its efficiency even in a hig
 with a high degree of coupling between the concepts. 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL – LOGICAL STRUCTURE 

bed by the following 
conta

L=<T, H, A, R> ,  
where 

un, Name. Pronominal, Adjective, Adverb, Preposition, Verb, Number, Article, 

The syntax of the language, processing the system, is descri
cts free grammar: 

Т = {No }; 
H = {S. VP, PP, NP, NP2, NP3, Art1, Num1, Adj1, Adv1.  }; 
A= {S}; 
R= { 
S-> NP, VP        PP-> Preposition NP 
NP -> Art1, Num1, Adj1, Noun    Art1-> Art 
NP-> Name       Art1->   
NP-> Pronominal      Num1-> Number 
VP-> Verb,, Adv1, NP2     Num1->  
NP2->NP3, PP      Adj1->Ad ej ctive 
NP2-> NP3       Adj1->   
NP3->NP       Adv1->Adverb 
NP3->PP       Adv1-> } 

The check of the syntax of this context free grammar is implemented by the following 
prece

n Name Pron Adj. Prep. Verb Adv. Numb. Dumb Art 
ding matrix: 

 Nou
. (space) 

 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Although the system processes sentences in which the ambiguous words are nouns, 
verbs

 function belonging to a semantic nest is defined on the key activities 
"amb

heuristic criterion, when an adjective is considered, the given order follows: first 
is the

 noun from the following the verb 
noun

ord is a noun, it is determined by comparing consequentively: 

omes pointless; 
erns the noun 

from 
ed, 

 or adjectives, it could be considered as a suitable model for examining the efficiency 
of the algorithm, since the counted parts of the speech are the majority of the ones in 
natural language. 

The set value
iguous word + test" by a factor of compatibility. This determines the percentage of 

statistical probability, which is the ratio of the number of word’s uses with a specific 
meaning to the total number of cases in which the words are found with any of their 
meaning. 

As a 
 noun to be explained, then the verb in the sentence comes and finally, if no longer 

used as a criterion, the subject of the sentence follows. 
For the "criterion" of the verb of the sentence, the
 phrases is used. 
If the ambiguous w
- with its modificator (only with the adjective), if any; 
- then with the verb, if it is "to be" this comparison bec
- if you have not defined the exact meaning yet and the question conc
the object noun phrases, the word is juxtaposed with the subject of the sentence. 
If after the application of the rules set out above, the ambiguity is not yet remov
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the v

efficient 0, it terminates and such an option is 
cons

 the 
conte

 to use only the previous sentence of the processed text to remove the 
rema

ing sentences as a criterion to remove 
ambi

between 
word

e type of the 
respe

tegory (A 15), Head (A 20)]; 

pirit (A 1), Number (A 1)]; 

ead (A 20), Type (A 1)]; 

pe (A 1), Person (N), 

8. Verbs  ), Head(A 20), Tense (A 25), Person (N),

9. Meanings  ategory (A 15)]; 

where: 
xt type and the number after it indicates how many bytes are allocated to it; 

t); t and f (true, false); s and p are numbers (singular, plural); type o and c 

robability.  
given text is calculated as the 

produ

erb and the subject of the previous sentence are used. This is not implemented in the 
model system by purely technical reasons. 

If the result of the comparison is a co
idered impossible (meaningless). As a criterion in the demonstration model pronouns 

are not used, even if they fall within one of the above-described key positions because the 
anaphoric reference is not processed and therefore undefined data must not be kept. 

For example the combination "be" and "blue" is unclear as "he" is undefined in
xt phrase. 
It is enough
ining uncertainties in the meanings of the words as it in turn uses the previous 

sentence as well and thus indirectly the whole preceding text is processed to remove the 
ambiguity. To understand the meaning of a word a larger context of a sentence or two is 
not necessary. Therefore rarely we have to wait for the next sentence in order fully to 
understand the meaning of the foregoing one. 

Therefore, using words from the follow
guity is unjustified and it unnecessary delays and complicates the algorithm. 
The system is self-learning in enriching the vocabulary and the relationships 
s, so it is not dependent significantly on the type of the processed text. 
The method uses a set of 10 dictionaries in which information for th
ctive word and for some of its fundamental characteristic parameters is stored (not all 

of them are used in the system). 
They are the following: 

1. Adjectives [Ca
2. Adverb  [Category (A 15), Head (A 20)]; 
3. Names  [Category (A 15), Head (A 20), S
4. Nouns  [Category (A 15), Head (A 20), Spirit (A 1), Number (A 1), 
   Count(A 1)]; 
5. Numbers  [Category (A 15), H
6. Prepositions [Category (A 15), Head (A 20)]; 
7. Pronominal [Category(A 15), Head(A 20), Ty

Number(A 1)]; 
[Category(A 15

 Number(A1), Infinitive(A 20)]; 
[Word (A 25), Meaning(A 50), C

10. Fuzzy  [Word1 (A 30), Meaning1 (A 50), Word 2 (A30), 
Meaning 2 (A 50), Coefficient (S)], 

A is a te
N is an integer; 
S is a type (shor
(ordinary, cardinal); Person (person) 1, 2 and 3; 
“Coefficient” shows the percentage of statistical p

The total coefficient of variants of the sentence from a 
ct of the coefficients of compatibility of the couples word - criterion and an 

ambiguous word. The percentage of probability of a given option compared with the other 
versions of the same sentence in the same text is calculated as follows: 
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in 2 options in 3 options in 4 options 
x + y = 100 
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Here x, y, z and w are the values of the probabilities of the respective options in 
perce

4. PROGRAM RESTRICTIONS  
he type of sentences, processed by the system, are 

as fo
tatements must be in English, be simple, non-negative and grammatically 

corre
ere can be only one adjective and / or number, which explains (modifies) the 

noun
. 

of a noun, if an adjective is used 
it has

um two noun phrases could be present. 

t tense. 
s: 

 that can be nouns or 
verbs

he system processes no more than five sentences. 
ngs. 

 accepts input text that can be entered manually at startup or by using a 
stand

m displays: 
VМ) as a tree for each variant of sentence; 

ntages, while a, b, c and d are the common coefficients of the respective options. 
 

Restrictions that are imposed on t
llows: 
* The s
ct. 
* Th
 and they are before the noun in the stated order. 
* There cannot be separate adjectives or numbers
* A noun cannot be used as a clarification (modifier) 
 to be after the noun. 
* After the verb maxim
* Facilitator names and pronouns have no modifiers. 
* There cannot be definite articles of own names. 
* The verb can be only one word in present or pas
The text, processing the system, has the following limitation
* Each sentence can have maximum two ambiguous words
. 
* T
* Each ambiguous word can have maximum two meani
Input data 
The system
ard text file, introduced previously. The program allows the entered text to be saved 

as a text file with extension * txt. In further processing if unknown words or combinations of 
words are available, the system requires the introduction of additional data for the 
corresponding word. 

Оutput data 
Output progra
• Atributive Value Matrix (A
• logical form of each variant ; 
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• the coefficients of consistency of words-criteria’s and ambiguous words; 
etermining 

the m

5. CONCLUSION 
ould be implemented in systems for correcting and processing of 

docu
e a logical form is mapped. 

Thus
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• the common probability of sentence variants providing a possibility for d
inimum level of probability of the sentence under which the sentence is rejected. If 

the coefficient of consistency is 1 it is possible to be determined whether in the logical form 
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The applications c
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СИСТЕМА ЗА МОДЕЛИРАНЕ НА НЕЕДНОЗНАЧНИ СЕМАНТИКИ 

Илияна Раева 

Русенски университет "Ангел Кънчев" 

 
езюме: В статията е представена система за лингвистичен анализ на естестено-езиков 

текст

твано изречение, 
както

ееднозначност, атрибутивно-стойностна 
матр

 
 
 

 

Р
. На основата на коректен синтактичен анализ, системата задава семантика на отделни 

думи, фрази или изречения, като решава нееднозначности чрез избор на подходящо избрани 
значения на нееднозначните думи чрез избор на думите от семантични гнезда.  

Програмата задава атрибутивно-стойностна матрица на всяко обрабо
 и съответната логична форма. Системата е предназначена за обработка и корекция на 

докумeнти и може да служи като система за обучение 
Ключови думи: семантика, логична форма, н
ица 
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